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1 Introduction 
Gavin and Doherty Geosolutions (GDG) was requested by Atmos Consulting to 

conduct a desk-based Coal Mine Risk Assessment (CMRA) for the Sandy Knowe Wind 

Farm Extension, west of Kirkconnel, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland, United Kingdom. 

The requirement for a CMRA is outlined in the Coal Authority’s consultation letter, dated 

21 July 2021, which was provided as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

scoping process (Appendix A).  

The Proposed Development will comprise six wind turbine generators (Turbines 25 - 30), 

adding to the consented 24 turbines of the Sandy Knowe Wind Farm. This report will 

assess the risk to the proposed turbines and their infrastructure only. 

The Proposed Development, together with the consented Sandy Knowe Wind Farm is 

illustrated on Figure 1-2 Volume 3.  

This report has been prepared in general accordance with Coal Authority requirements 

and CIRIA 758D Abandoned Mine Workings Manual.  

1.1 Reference Materials 

A review of the following documentation was undertaking to complete the CMRA 

report: 

• Coal Authority consultation letter, dated 21 July 2021 (Appendix A); 

• Wardell Armstrong Mining Desktop Study, reference ED111221-001, issued 28 

October 2013; 

• The Proposed Development Footprint as shown in Figure 1-2 (Volume 2); 

• British Geological Survey (BGS), Geology of Britain viewer 2022; 

• Coal Authority Consultants Coal Mining Report, reference 51002944984001 dated 2 

February 2022 (Appendix B); and 

• The Coal Authority interactive viewer 

http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/coalauthority/home.html). 

The following guidance is referred to: 

• Coal Authority Guidance https://www.gov.uk/guidance/planning-applications-

coal-mining-risk-assessments; 

• CIRIA C758D Abandoned Mine Workings Manual; 

• CIRIA C665 Assessing risks posed by hazardous ground gases to buildings; and 

• CL:AIRE Good Practice for Risk Assessment for Coal Mine Gas Emissions. 

1.2 Scope of Report 

The scope of this CMRA is as follows: 

• Present a desk-based review of all available relevant information on mining 

activities that occurred within or that may affect the proposed Turbine footprints 

(T25-T30), associated tracks and infrastructure; 

• Identify and assess the risks to the proposed development from historic mining 

activities, including the cumulative impact of issues; 

http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/coalauthority/home.html
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/planning-applications-coal-mining-risk-assessments
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/planning-applications-coal-mining-risk-assessments
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• Provide outline of appropriate mitigation measures to address the risk posed to the 

application site from historic mining activity including any necessary remedial works; 

and 

• Demonstrate to the Planning Authorities that the application site is, or can be made, 

safe and stable.  

Risk is assessed using a typical risk matrix which takes into consideration the likelihood of 

an event occurring and the impact of that event.  

2 Geology of the Site 

2.1 Superficial deposits 

Superficial soils in the areas local to T25 – T28 are mapped as absent or as Devensian 

age Till, which is a glacial deposit, created by the action of ice and meltwater. They 

can form a wide range of deposits and geomorphologies.  

Peat was recorded at the T29 and T30 locations during probing. Peat depth, as noted in 

the Peat Management Plan at T29 is between 0.0 – 1.0m thick whilst at T30 peat is 

approximately 0.5 – 1.0m thick. Glacial Till would be expected to underlie the Peat, with 

mapping showing Glacial Till, rather than peat, at T30.  

2.2 Solid geology 

A review of the site geology of BGS 1:50,000 maps (Figure 1) shows that Turbines 25 to 28 

are underlain by the Kirkcolm Formation-Wacke, whilst Turbines 29 and 30 are underlain 

by the Scottish Lower Coal Measures. Descriptions of these geological units are 

provided in Table 1. 

Some igneous intrusions are mapped in the wider area; however none are recorded in 

the areas beneath or local to T25 – T30.  

 

Table 1 Geological unit descriptions 

Geological unit Description 

Kirkcolm 

Formation  

The strata are a turbidite sequence comprising siltstones and sandstones and 

formed approximately 451 to 461 million years ago in the Ordovician Period. 

Scottish Lower 

Coal Measures 

Formation 

The strata comprise cycles of siltstones, sandstones, mudstones and coals formed 

approximately 309 to 313 million years ago in the Carboniferous Period. 

Mudstones and siltstones in the Lower Coal Measures are usually grey to black, 

while the sandstone is fine to medium grained and off white to grey. Coal seams 

are common and many exceed 0.3m in thickness. 

The 1:50,000 BGS geological maps (Figure 1) show faulting is present in and around 

Proposed Development Footprint and the wider Development Site. Faulting may 

present at rock surface as highly fractured and broken rock.  

In the western part of the Proposed Development Footprint, 180 m north of T28 there is 

an east-west trending fault, however its displacement is unknown. The fault is truncated 

to the east by a perpendicular fault, to the west of T29.  

Between T27 and T28 are two axial planes (parallel to the fault above mentioned) 

which corresponds with a mayor anticline and syncline.  
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No coal crops are mapped within the T25 – T30 locations or associated 

tracks/infrastructure. Crops are mapped in the river valley that runs north-south, 

between T28 and T29, and some localised cropping, likely associated with the quarry 

edge are noted to the east of T30. Cropping of coal indicates that there are shallow 

coal seams in the area. 
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3 Historic Mining 
Localised areas of the Proposed Development Footprint are designated as 

Development High Risk Areas by the Coal Authority. A Consultants Coal Mining Report 

was obtained from the Coal Authority and is provided in Appendix B. A Wardell 

Armstrong Mining Desktop Study (reference ED111221-001 issued 28th October 2013) 

which assessed the risk to the subsequently consented Sandy Knowe Wind Farm 

development has also been reviewed and should be read in conjunction with this 

assessment.   

As shown in the Consultants Coal Mining Report Summary of findings figure in 

Appendix B, an open cast coal mine is denoted in the eastern portion of the 

Development Site. Wardell Armstrong (2013) note that the mine operated between 

June 1986 and March 1993 and that the coal seams extracted were the: Parrot, Cistern, 

Kirkconnel Splint and Swallowcraig Coals. The Swallowcraig coals comprise up to six 

coal seams. T30 is on the western edge of the Development High Risk Area associated 

with this open cast mine.  

The opencast mine is anecdotally noted as having been restored with compacted 

mine overburden materials, although there are no details of the backfill or restoration 

on the opencast completion records. The backfilled area was subsequently planted 

with coniferous forest, now known as the Libry Moor Plantation (Wardell Armstrong, 

2013).  

Several shafts are located within the wider Proposed Development Site, particularly 

near the existing main access tracks into the Proposed Development Site. Risk to 

development posed by these mine entries along the access tracks is assumed to have 

been undertaken by others. 

 No mineshafts are recorded in or within 100m of the six proposed turbines or their 

associated access tracks (Consultants CMR, 2022). 

3.1 Risk to development 

3.1.1 Opencast mining 

The Wardell Armstrong Mining Desktop Study (Wardell Armstrong, 2013) obtained and 

presented the recorded extents from the Coal Authority of the Libry Moor opencast 

mining site. These extents are compared to the proposed locations of T29 and T30 in 

Figure 2 which shows that the western extent of the opencast lies to the east of T30.  

The western extent of the opencast coal mine is relatively evident on review of the 

satellite imagery, with the line of the Libry Moor Forest likely following the edge of the 

backfill. 

During a walkover undertaken by the EIA project team on 5 October 2021 (Chapter 8 

Hydrology, Hydrogeology and Soils), an “unnatural valley” was observed to the east of 

the T30 location, therein the valley was not of the size expected for such a small stream 

that flowed through it. It is considered that this represents the edge of the backfill 

associated with the opencast.  
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No evidence of disturbance of the peat was noted at the T29 or T30 locations during 

this walkover, providing further evidence that the area was not within the opencast 

mine footprint. 

On the basis of the above, the opencast mine is not considered to have extended into 

the T29 or T30 locations. It is estimated that that the western edge of the coal mine falls 

between approximately 50m-150m to the east of T30.  

As the opencast is not conjectured to have reached the T29 or T30 locations, these 

turbines are not considered to be at risk.  

3.1.2 Shallow workings 

“Shallow” is defined by the Coal Authority as workings less than 30m below ground 

level. “Workings” pertain to mineral seams that have undergone extraction. 

Where shallow mine workings are present there is a risk of collapse within the mine and 

subsequent migration of voids to the surface, causing subsidence and harm to the 

public, site user or surface installations.  

There is no record of shallow mine workings beneath proposed Turbines 25 - 30, or 

beneath the associated access tracks/infrastructure. The Coal Authority also does not 

show any “probable” shallow workings beneath the turbines.  

The bedrock below Turbines 25 - 28 (Kirkcolm Formation) is not coal bearing and 

therefore there is negligible risk of shallow mine workings beneath these proposed 

structures and associated infrastructure. 

T29 and T30 are underlain by the Scottish Lower Coal Measures Formation and whilst 

shallow workings or “probable workings” are not noted by the Coal Authority at these 

locations, these areas may have been subject to unrecorded coal mining at shallow 

depth, as shallow coal is likely to be present in the area. As there is an opencast coal 

mine in the area there is a possibility that “drives” were taken into the quarry walls, 

which could create cavities beneath T30. Given the detail within the opencast records 

presented within the Wardell Armstrong 2013 report this is considered to be very unlikely.  

The likelihood of shallow workings beneath T29 and T30 is considered to be small, but if 

present workings could have significant to severe impact to the turbines, giving an 

overall risk of Medium to Medium-High.     

3.1.3 Mine entries 

As with the shallow mine workings, collapse of a mine entry feature could impact the 

development by causing instability or subsidence, and so impact safety of site users.  

No mine entries are recorded at or within 100m of Turbines 25 - 30 or the associated 

roads/infrastructure.  

Eighteen mine entries are recorded by the Coal Authority in the areas surrounding the 

wider development and two mine shafts located within the wider site boundary, as 

shown in Figure 3.  

The risk of unrecorded mine entries being present at Turbines 25 - 28 and associated 

roads is considered to be negligible given the non-coal bearing strata in this region.  
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It is considered very unlikely that unrecorded mine entries are present beneath or 

adjacent to T29 or T30. However, if they were present, they could potentially cause 

significant to severe impact. The overall risk is therefore considered to be Medium.  

3.1.4 Mine gas 

As no mining is recorded or expected beneath T25 – T28 locations, no risk from mine gas 

is envisaged.  

At T29 and T30, although there are no recorded mine entries and no recorded shallow 

workings, mine gas associated with the backfilled opencast mine should be 

considered. Freshly backfilled opencast can produce very high concentrations of 

carbon dioxide (sometimes methane also), with correspondingly low oxygen 

concentrations. Gas emission rates from the undisturbed surface would likely be very 

low, but consideration should be given to potential enhanced migration pathways and 

the impacts of fluctuating water levels within the backfill (CL:AIRE Good Practice for Risk 

Assessment for Coal Mine Gas Emissions, 2021). The backfill is not considered “fresh”, but 

it should still be considered a potential source of ground gas.  

Where mine gas is being produced, it may migrate up through the backfilled quarry 

materials and fractured rock (faulting is known in the area) around the edge of the 

mine, ultimately accumulating within the turbine structure. This may pose a risk of 

elevated levels of carbon dioxide and/or methane which may cause harm to site users 

and/or damage to assets. It is anticipated that this would only impact T30.  

A basic preliminary Conceptual Site Model is provided in Figure 4. This shows that 

linkages are present between the potential Source (quarry derived mine gas) and 

Receptors (future site users of T30 and the structure itself) via Pathways (migration 

through fracture/permeable strata and backfill, and subsequent accumulation in the 

turbine).  

This is considered to pose a Medium High Risk, on the basis that the likelihood of gas is 

possible and the impact of the gas to receptors may be severe (possibly fatal with 

regard to human health). It could also cause significant damage to the turbine 

structure. 
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4 Mitigation Commitments  

4.1 Potential shallow workings and opencast mining  

To demonstrate that there is no risk of shallow mine related subsidence to proposed 

development, the absence of mine-workings below T29 and T30 is to be confirmed, and 

by default confirm the assessment that the backfilled opencast mine does not extend 

below T30. Site investigations are therefore to be undertaken. A contractor experienced 

in mineral investigations should be employed for these works. 

To investigate for shallow mine workings, typically it would be recommended to drill via 

rotary methods to depths of approximately 30m below rockhead level. During this 

drilling exercise at T30, the presence of reworked overburden and overly deep bedrock 

would indicate that the opencast mine extends into this area, although this is 

considered unlikely on the basis of the risk assessment. At least two boreholes shall be 

advanced adjacent to both T29 and T30 locations.  

Where workings are encountered below rock head (e.g. a void, broken ground, 

packed waste), drilling should be continued to confirm the depth, condition and extent 

of workings beneath each turbine.  

Where shallow mine workings are encountered treatment may be required. Typically, 

this comprises drilling and grouting of the worked seam. Consideration will also be 

required from a geotechnical design perspective, with foundations designed in a way 

that will not put significant pressure on the treated seam. Piled foundations to the 

pavement of the shallow worked coal seam may be required to achieve this.  

In the unlikely event that the opencast mine extends below the T30 location, 

consideration should be given to relocating the turbine. Alternatively specialist 

foundation solutions may be considered. This would necessitate further soil investigation 

into the depth, condition and characteristics of the backfilled materials for 

geotechnical design purposes. 

4.2 Mine gas 

Ground gas and groundwater monitoring is to be undertaken on the basis of the CSM 

linkages (Figure 4) and should be undertaken in general accordance with CL:AIREs 

Good Practice for Risk Assessment for Coal Mine Gas Emissions, CIRIA C665 and CIRIA 

C758D.  

Ground gas and groundwater monitoring typically involves installation of wells and 

subsequent monitoring, either by continuous or spot monitoring methods. The rotary 

boreholes may be utilised as monitoring points. Gas monitoring should record the date 

and time, carbon dioxide, methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide, 

atmospheric pressure, and borehole flow.  

Ideally peat would be stripped from the location prior to the monitoring well install, as 

peat is a known source of ground gas and differentiating between the peat derived 

gas and mine gas would be difficult if it were left in place. If the borehole were lined 

with unperforated pipe through the peat, although less desirable, would inhibit peat 

derived gas from entering the borehole. The response zone should be designed by a 

suitably qualified consultant engineer.  
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In the event that mine gas and elevated flow is detected during monitoring, ground 

gas protection measures would be required within the turbine foundation to prevent 

influx of the gas and harm to site users (toxicity / asphyxiation) and/or damage to the 

turbine (e.g. methane explosion). This requirement would be confirmed by the structural 

engineer in accordance with BS 8485:2015. Protection measures typically involve at 

least two components; the foundation slab, and either or both a gas protection 

membrane and ventilation.  

Where elevated gases and/or borehole flow are not encountered in the wells, risk will 

be removed. Where harmful levels of mine gas are encountered and protection 

measures are effectively designed, installed and verified, the risk would be lowered to 

acceptable levels.  

4.3 Unrecorded mine entries 

The stripping of the uppermost soils and peat as part of development works, or as part 

of the ground gas monitoring, would provide an opportunity to inspect the ground for 

unrecorded mine entries. A watching brief is to be undertaken to identify anomalies in 

the ground, such as voids, brick work and other Made Ground, which are indicators of 

a mine entry.  

In the low likelihood event that a mine entry was encountered, works would cease and 

further assessment would be required. The exact location of the mine entry should be 

confirmed, via trenching and subsequent surveying.  

Building on mine entries is not recommended and is seldom permitted from a planning 

perspective. Depending on the location of the mine entry micro-siting of the turbine or 

access roads would be required.  Where the effected turbine and roads were 

relocated (to an area free of mine entries), the requirement for treatment of the mine 

entry would be avoided and the risk would be removed. Further assessment would, 

however, be required in this scenario.  
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
A Coal Mine Risk Assessment has been undertaken by GDG for the proposed 

development extension at the Sandy Knowe Wind Farm, west of Kirkconnel, Dumfries 

and Galloway, Scotland, United Kingdom.  

The Proposed Development Site is within an area known to have undergone historic 

mining and the following has been identified: 

• Turbines 25 to 28 are not considered to be at risk from historic mining activity, as they 

are underlain by non-coal bearing strata and there are no records of mining in or 

around these turbines and their associated access roads and infrastructure;  

• T29 and T30 are underlain by coal bearing strata, but there are no recorded mine 

entries or shallow mine workings in this area. Notwithstanding the foregoing, until 

absence of workings / mine entries is proven, these turbines are considered to be at 

Medium to Medium High Risk; 

• The Coal Authority note T30 to be in a Development High Risk Area, associated with 

a former opencast coal mine. However, based upon the review of the mine closure 

data obtained by Wardell Armstrong (2013), satellite imagery and a walkover by the 

EIA team, the edge of the opencast mine is conjectured to lie to the east of T30. T30 

is therefore not considered to be at risk from open cast mining activity; and  

• A Conceptual Site Model for mine gas has been provided, which found credible 

pathways by which mine gas (carbon dioxide and/or methane) derived from the 

backfilled quarry may impact T30 and site users (receptors). The risk to T30 is 

considered to be Medium High.  

5.1 Recommendations  

Section 4 provides details on the mitigative measures to be carried out in order to 

remove or lower the estimated risk to T29 and T30. In summary, the following will be 

undertaken as part of the detailed pre-construction site investigation: 

• Site investigations, to confirm the absence of shallow mine workings below T29 and 

T30, and by default prove the absence of opencast backfill at T30. 

– This investigation will inform the possible requirement for treatment of shallow 

mine workings if present, and foundation requirements for both turbines.  

• Ground gas monitoring be undertaken in the (non-peat) soils and bedrock adjacent 

to T30 to determine the level of carbon dioxide and methane possibly being 

produced in the backfilled quarry, along with the flow potential.  

– This assessment will determine if there is a requirement for ground gas protection 

measures at T30.  

• During any soil stripping as part of the pre-construction site investigation or 

construction works at T29 and T30, a watching brief for unrecorded mine entries 

should be undertaken.  

– In the event that a mine entry is encountered, investigations shall be designed in 

order to confirm location.  

– Relocation of impacted structures would likely be required in this instance 

however further assessment would be undertaken in this scenario.  
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Protecting the public and the environment in mining areas 
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200 Lichfield Lane 
Berry Hill 
Mansfield 
Nottinghamshire 
NG18 4RG 

Tel:  01623 637 119 (Planning Enquiries) 

Email:  planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk 

Web:   www.gov.uk/coalauthority 

For the Attention of: Energy Consents – Case Officer 

[By Email: Econsents_Admin@gov.scot]  

21 July 2021 

Dear Sir or Madam 

EIA Scoping Opinion: ECU00003274 

Wind farm consisting of up to 6 wind turbines (up to 149.9m tip height) and 
associated infrastructure including electrical transformers, construction compound, 
hardstandings, access roads, cabling, borrow pits plus upgrades to the under-
construction Sandy Knowe Wind Farm access tracks and substation; Sandy Knowe 
Wind Farm, Dumfries And Galloway 

Thank you for your consultation letter of 5 July 2021 seeking the views of the Coal 
Authority on the above. 

The Coal Authority is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department of 
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy.  As a statutory consultee, the Coal Authority has a 
duty to respond to planning applications and development plans in order to protect the 
public and the environment in mining areas. 

The Coal Authority Response 

Part of the proposed EIA development is located within the defined Development High 
Risk Area. Part of the site has therefore been subject to past coal mining activity.  In 
addition, the site is located within an area of surface coal resource. 

In accordance with the agreed risk-based approach to development management in 
Development High Risk Areas, the past coal mining activities and the presence of surface 
coal resources within the site should be fully considered as part of the Environmental 
Statement (ES); this should take the form of a risk assessment, together with any 
necessary mitigation measures. 

Whilst the Coal Authority notes the submitted Scoping Report (14 May 2021, prepared by 
Atmos Consulting Ltd), Section 5.6 of which covers Hydrology, Hydrogeology and 

mailto:planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk
http://www.gov.uk/coalauthority
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Geology, commentary on page 34 inaccurately suggests that no infrastructure is located in 
any old coal mining area. Our records indicate that T6 is within the defined Development 
High Risk Area and that this area has been subject to past surface mining operations. The 
area may have also been subject to unrecorded coal mining at shallow depth associated 
with a thick coal seam outcrop. This issue should therefore be included within a range of 
proposed studies to be undertaken should an EIA be required and the Coal Authority 
considers that the proposals should be informed by the presence of these features and 
hazards.  
 
Consideration of Coal Mining Issues in the ES 
 
There are a number of coal mining legacy issues that can potentially pose a risk to new 
development and therefore should be considered as part of an Environmental Statement 
for development proposals within coalfield areas: 
 The location and stability of abandoned mine entries 
 The extent and stability of shallow mine workings 
 Outcropping coal seams and unrecorded mine workings 
 Hydrogeology, mine water and mine gas 

 
In addition, consideration should be afforded as part of development proposals and the ES 
to the following: 
 If surface coal resources are present, whether prior extraction of the mineral 

resource is practicable and viable 
 Whether Coal Authority permission is required to intersect, enter, or disturb any coal 

or coal workings during site investigation or development work 
 
Coal Mining Information 
 
Information on these issues can be obtained from the Coal Authority's Property Search 
Services Team (Tel: 0345 762 6848 or via the Coal Authority’s website) or book an 
appointment to visit the Coal Authority’s Mining Records Centre in Mansfield to view our 
mining information (Tel: 0345 7626848). 
 
The Coal Mining Risk Assessment should be prepared by a “competent body”.  Links to 
the relevant professional institutions of competent bodies can be found at: 
https://www.gov.uk/planning-applications-coal-mining-risk-assessments 
 
Guidance on how to produce a Coal Mining Risk Assessment and a template which the 
“competent body” can utilise is also contained at: 
https://www.gov.uk/planning-applications-coal-mining-risk-assessments 
 
Building over or within the influencing distance of a mine entry (shaft or adit) can be 
dangerous and has the potential for significant risks to both the development and the 
occupiers if not undertaken appropriately.  The Coal Authority would draw your attention to 
our adopted policy regarding new development and mine entries: 

http://coal.decc.gov.uk/en/coal/cms/services/reports/reports.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/planning-applications-coal-mining-risk-assessments
https://www.gov.uk/planning-applications-coal-mining-risk-assessments
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/building-on-or-within-the-influencing-distance-
of-mine-entries 
 
In accordance with our consultation requirements, we look forward to receiving the 
planning application and Environmental Statement for comment in due course. 
 
I trust this is acceptable, please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any additional 
information or would like to discuss this matter further. 
 
Yours sincerely  

Chris MacArthur B.Sc.(Hons), DipTP, MRTPI 

Planning Liaison Manager 
 
 
Disclaimer 
 
The above consultation response is provided by the Coal Authority as a Statutory 
Consultee and is based upon the latest available coal mining data on the date of the 
response, and electronic consultation records held by the Coal Authority since 1 April 
2013.  The comments made are also based upon only the information provided to the Coal 
Authority by the Local Planning Authority and/or has been published on the Council's 
website for consultation purposes in relation to this specific planning application.  The 
views and conclusions contained in this response may be subject to review and 
amendment by the Coal Authority if additional or new data/information (such as a revised 
Coal Mining Risk Assessment) is provided by the Local Planning Authority or the Applicant 
for consultation purposes. 
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Summary of findings
The map highlights any specific surface or subsurface features within or near to the boundary of the site.
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Section 1 – Mining activity and geology

Past underground mining

Colliery Seam Mineral Coal
Authority
reference

Depth (m) Direction
to working

Dipping rate
of seam
worked
(degrees)

Dipped
direction
of seam
worked

Extraction
thickness
(cm)

Year last
mined

GUILDHALL ELL Coal 73P4 13 Beneath
Property

0.0 East 122 1900

GUILDHALL ELL Coal 73EQ 17 Beneath
Property

4.7 North 122 1860

RIGG LUGAR
MAIN

Coal 73EX 19 Beneath
Property

5.9 North 152 1955

CAIRNBURN PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 738V 23 Beneath
Property

9.4 North-East 94 1872

unnamed PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 7AGL 35 Beneath
Property

11.7 North 150 1942

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73EY 39 Beneath
Property

6.0 North 152 1942

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73EZ 44 Beneath
Property

6.6 North 152 1942

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73F8 107 Beneath
Property

7.0 North 152 1935

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73F7 107 Beneath
Property

5.4 North 152 1932

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73Q8 111 East 6.3 North 152 1928

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 373Q 115 Beneath
Property

2.1 West 715 1959

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73Q6 116 Beneath
Property

2.9 North 152 1932

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73Q9 123 North-East 2.2 North 152 1965

FAULDHEAD PENNYVENI
E 2FT 3IN

Coal 73F6 131 Beneath
Property

2.5 West 152 1962

Probable unrecorded shallow workings
Yes.

Spine roadways at shallow depth
No spine roadway recorded at shallow depth.
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Mine entries

Entry type Reference Grid reference Treatment description Mineral Conveyancing details

Shaft 269611-001 269386 611853 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269611-002 269417 611888 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269611-003 269455 611889 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269611-004 269429 611920 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269611-005 269476 611916 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269611-006 269453 611984 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269611-013 269513 611890 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 269612-001 269333 612453 Coal

Shaft 269612-002 269394 612399 Coal

Shaft 269612-004 269513 612216 Coal

Shaft 269612-007 269426 612018 This shaft has been filled at some time in
the past. There are no details of the fill
material or date of filling

Coal

Shaft 271610-001 271401 610956 Coal

Shaft 271611-025 271367 611144 This Entry was filled at some time in the
past to an unknown specification.

Coal

Shaft 271611-026 271390 611105 This Entry was filled at some time in the
past to an unknown specification.

Coal

Shaft 271611-027 271401 611041 Coal

Shaft 271611-031 271699 611568 Coal

Shaft 271612-001 271959 612166 Coal

Adit 271612-002 271908 612173 This mine entry was sealed by the NCB in
1966.

Coal
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Abandoned mine plan catalogue numbers
The following abandoned mine plan catalogue numbers intersect with some, or all, of the enquiry
boundary:

S3437 S553 S1301

OC67 3366A S1370

S4900 S4858 50

Our records show we have more plans than those shown above which could affect the enquiry
boundary.

Please contact us on 0345 762 6848 to determine the exact abandoned mine plans you require
based on your needs.
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Outcrops

Seam name Mineral Seam workable Distance to outcrop
(m)

Direction to
outcrop

Bearing of outcrop

ELL Coal Yes 30.8 East 30

ELL Coal Yes 42.7 East 144

ELL Coal Yes Within N/A 149

LUGAR MAIN Coal Yes Within N/A 235

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes Within N/A 0

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes 29.0 South-East 68

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes Within N/A 173

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes 39.0 South-West 187

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes Within N/A 245

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes Within N/A 335

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes Within N/A 349

PENNYVENIE 2FT 3IN Coal Yes 3.3 West 349

UNNAMED Coal Yes Within N/A 36

UNNAMED Coal Yes Within N/A 66

UNNAMED Coal Yes 19.5 North 141

UNNAMED Coal Yes 19.2 West 186

UNNAMED Coal Yes 15.3 West 192

UNNAMED Coal Yes 7.9 South-West 211

UNNAMED Coal Yes Within N/A 228

UNNAMED Coal Yes 10.7 South-East 231

UNNAMED Coal Yes 12.1 South-East 345

UPPER ELL Coal Yes Within N/A 338

Geological faults, fissures and breaklines
Please refer to the 'Summary of findings' map (on separate sheet) for details of any geological
faults, fissures or breaklines either within or intersecting the enquiry boundary.

Faults under or close to the property recorded.
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Opencast mines
Please refer to the “Summary of findings” map (on separate sheet) for details of any opencast areas
within 500 metres of the enquiry boundary.

Coal Authority managed tips
None recorded within 500 metres of the enquiry boundary.
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Section 2 – Investigative or remedial activity

Please refer to the 'Summary of findings' map (on separate sheet) for details of any activity within
the area of the site boundary.

Site investigations
None recorded within 50 metres of the enquiry boundary.

Remediated sites
None recorded within 50 metres of the enquiry boundary.

Coal mining subsidence
The Coal Authority has not received a damage notice or claim for the subject property, or any
property within 50 metres of the enquiry boundary, since 31 October 1994.

There is no current Stop Notice delaying the start of remedial works or repairs to the property.

The Coal Authority is not aware of any request having been made to carry out preventive works
before coal is worked under section 33 of the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991.

Mine gas
None recorded within 500 metres of the enquiry boundary.

Mine water treatment schemes
None recorded within 500 metres of the enquiry boundary.
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Section 3 – Licensing and future mining activity

Future underground mining
None recorded.

Coal mining licensing
None recorded within 200 metres of the enquiry boundary.

Court orders
None recorded.

Section 46 notices
No notices have been given, under section 46 of the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991, stating that
the land is at risk of subsidence.

The property is in an area where a notice to withdraw support was given in 1975.

The property is not in an area where a notice has been given under section 41 of the Coal Industry
Act 1994, cancelling the entitlement to withdraw support.

Withdrawal of support notices

The property is not in an area where a relevant notice has been published under the Coal Industry
Act 1975/Coal Industry Act 1994.

Payments to owners of former copyhold land
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Section 4 – Further information

The following potential risks have been identified and as part of your risk assessment should be
investigated further.

Development advice
The site is within an area of historical coal mining activity. Should you require advice and/or
support on understanding the mining legacy, its risks to your development or what next steps you
need to take, please contact us.

For further information on specific site or ground investigations in relation to any issues
raised in Section 4, please call us on 0345 762 6848 or email us at
groundstability@coal.gov.uk.
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Section 5 – Data definitions

The datasets used in this report have limitations and assumptions within their results. For more
guidance on the data and the results specific to the enquiry boundary, please call us on 0345 762
6848 or email us at groundstability@coal.gov.uk.

Past underground coal mining
Details of all recorded underground mining relative to the enquiry boundary. Only past
underground workings where the enquiry boundary is within 0.7 times the depth of the workings
(zone of likely physical influence) allowing for seam inclination, will be included.

Probable unrecorded shallow workings
Areas where the Coal Authority believes there to be unrecorded coal workings that exist at or close
to the surface (less than 30 metres deep).

Spine roadways at shallow depth
Connecting roadways either, working to working, or, surface to working, both in-seam and cross
measures that exist at or close to the surface (less than 30 metres deep), either within or within 10
metres of the enquiry boundary.

Mine entries
Details of any shaft or adit either within, or within 100 metres of the enquiry boundary including
approximate location, brief treatment details where known, the mineral worked from the mine
entry and conveyance details where the mine entry has previously been sold by the Authority or its
predecessors British Coal or the National Coal Board.

Abandoned mine plan catalogue numbers
Plan numbers extracted from the abandoned mines catalogue containing details of coal and other
mineral abandonment plans deposited via the Mines Inspectorate in accordance with the Coal
Mines Regulation Act and Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act 1872. A maximum of 9 plan extents
that intersect with the enquiry boundary will be included. This does not infer that the workings
and/or mine entries shown on the abandonment plan will be relevant to the site/property
boundary.

Outcrops
Details of seam outcrops will be included where the enquiry boundary intersects with a conjectured
or actual seam outcrop location (derived by either the British Geological Survey or the Coal
Authority) or intersects with a defined 50 metres buffer on the coal (dip) side of the outcrop. An
indication of whether the Coal Authority believes the seam to be of sufficient thickness and/or
quality to have been worked will also be included.

Geological faults, fissures and breaklines
Geological disturbances or fractures in the bedrock. Surface fault lines (British Geological Survey
derived data) and fissures and breaklines (Coal Authority derived data) intersecting with the
enquiry boundary will be included. In some circumstances faults, fissures or breaklines have been
known to contribute to surface subsidence damage as a consequence of underground coal mining.
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Opencast mines
Opencast coal sites from which coal has been removed in the past by opencast (surface) methods
and where the enquiry boundary is within 500 metres of either the licence area, site boundary,
excavation area (high wall) or coaling area.

Coal Authority managed tips
Locations of disused colliery tip sites owned and managed by the Coal Authority, located within 500
metres of the enquiry boundary.

Site investigations
Details of site investigations within 50 metres of the enquiry boundary where the Coal Authority
has received information relating to coal mining risk investigation and/or remediation by third
parties.

Remediated sites
Sites where the Coal Authority has undertaken remedial works either within or within 50 metres of
the enquiry boundary following report of a hazard relating to coal mining under the Coal
Authority’s Emergency Surface Hazard Call Out procedures.

Coal mining subsidence
Details of alleged coal mining subsidence claims made since 31 October 1994 either within or
within 50 metres of the enquiry boundary. Where the claim relates to the enquiry boundary
confirmation of whether the claim was accepted, rejected or whether liability is still being
determined will be given. Where the claim has been discharged, whether this was by repair,
payment of compensation or a combination of both, the value of the claim, where known, will also
be given.

Details of any current ‘Stop Notice’ deferring remedial works or repairs affecting the property/site,
and if so the date of the notice.

Details of any request made to execute preventative works before coal is worked under section 33
of the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991. If yes, whether any person withheld consent or failed to
comply with any request to execute preventative works.

Mine gas
Reports of alleged mine gas emissions received by the Coal Authority, either within or within 500
metres of the enquiry boundary that subsequently required investigation and action by the Coal
Authority to mitigate the effects of the mine gas emission.
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Mine water treatment schemes
Locations where the Coal Authority has constructed or operates assets that remove pollutants
from mine water prior to the treated mine water being discharged into the receiving water body.

These schemes are part of the UK’s strategy to meet the requirements of the Water Framework
Directive. Schemes fall into 2 basic categories: Remedial – mitigating the impact of existing pollution
or Preventative – preventing a future pollution incident.

Mine water treatment schemes generally consist of one or more primary settlement lagoons and
one or more reed beds for secondary treatment. A small number are more specialised process
treatment plants.

Future underground mining
Details of all planned underground mining relative to the enquiry boundary. Only those future
workings where the enquiry boundary is within 0.7 times the depth of the workings (zone of likely
physical influence) allowing for seam inclination will be included.

Coal mining licensing
Details of all licenses issued by the Coal Authority either within or within 200 metres of the enquiry
boundary in relation to the under taking of surface coal mining, underground coal mining or
underground coal gasification.

Court orders
Orders in respect of the working of coal under the Mines (Working Facilities and Support) Acts of
1923 and 1966 or any statutory modification or amendment thereof.

Section 46 notices
Notice of proposals relating to underground coal mining operations that have been given under
section 46 of the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991.

Withdrawal of support notices
Published notices of entitlement to withdraw support and the date of the notice. Details of any
revocation notice withdrawing the entitlement to withdraw support given under Section 41 of the
Coal Industry Act 1994.

Payment to owners of former copyhold land
Relevant notices which may affect the property and any subsequent notice of retained interests in
coal and coal mines, acceptance or rejection notices and whether any compensation has been paid
to a claimant.
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